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Ancient Greece
2015-05-28

who were the ancient greeks what are the greek myths what food did
people eat when were the first olympic games this book helps children at
key stage 2 discover the answers to these and other fascinating
questions it also recommends sites on the internet and sources in your
local library where you can find out more about ancient greece the
detective shows readers how to write a day in the life story of a
warrior slave or spartan girl debate like an ancient greek philosopher
and rewrite a greek myth and present it as a play packed with
fascinating information the history detective investigates series
inspires children s curiosity to find out more about the past a great
tool for readers age 8 or teachers looking for books to support the new
curriculum for 2014 history detective investigates ancient greece is a
hands on investigative approach to history learn all about ancient
greece its people and the story of ancient greece that goes back 2 500
years ago who were the ancient greeks ancient greece has a remarkable
history learn about the early minoans mainland greece and the greek
islands and the olympic games that began in 776 bc there are many great
stories from greece about the trojan war and the wooden horse to the
odyssey about a greek soldier the greeks were also famed for their gods
greek art and they led the way with new ideas about science art and
philosophy contains maps paintings artefacts and photographs to show how
the greeks lived ideally suited for readers age 8 or teachers looking
for books to support the new curriculum for 2014 if you enjoy reading
about the ancient greeks then take a look at stone age to iron age the
mayan civilization ancient egypt and early islamic civilizations

The Shang Dynasty
2015-06-11

discover the answers to fascinating questions in these new titles from
the history detective investigates series follow sherlock bones on the
detective trail and find out more about the past and start a history
project of your own

History Detective Investigates
2014

history detective investigates ancient sumer is a hands on investigative
approach to history learn all about ancient sumer its people and the
story of ancient sumer that goes back thousands of years

Ancient Sumer
2014

this title is a hands on investigative approach to history learn all
about ancient greece its people and the story of ancient greece that
goes back 2500 years ago who were the ancient greeks ancient greece has
a remarkable history learn about the early minoans mainland greece and
the greek islands and the olympic games that began in 776 bc
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The Time Detectives
1982-01-01

this title is a hands on investigative approach to history learn all
about ancient egypt its people and the story of ancient egypt that goes
back some 4000 years who were the ancient egyptians ancient egypt has a
remarkable history discover the mysteries of the pyramids why the
egyptians mummified their people and the gods and goddesses that ruled
their way or life it tells the story of many great kings and pharaohs
such as tutankhamen and cleopatra

Ancient Greece
2014

the authors present clues locked within artifacts woven into oral
tradition encrypted in ancient writing and embedded in the land itself
which help to decipher some of ancient history s most intriguing cases

Ancient Egypt
2014

corby has not only made greek history accessible he s made it first rate
entertainment kelli stanley award winning author of nox dormienda and
city of dragons athens 460 b c life s tough for nicolaos the only
investigating agent in ancient athens his girlfriend s left him and his
boss wants to fire him but when an athenian official is murdered the
brilliant statesman pericles has no choice but to put nico on the job
the case takes nico in the company of a beautiful slave girl to the land
of ionia within the persian empire the persians will execute him on the
spot if they think he s a spy beyond that there are only a few minor
problems he s being chased by brigands who are only waiting for the
right price before they kill him somehow he has to placate his
girlfriend who is very angry about that slave girl he must meet
themistocles the military genius who saved greece during the persian
wars and then defected to the hated enemy and to solve the crime nico
must uncover a secret that could not only destroy athens but will force
him to choose between love and ambition and his own life

Decoding Ancient History
1994

the scarab murder case by willard huntington wright is a classic
whodunit in this book detective philo vance s murder investigation takes
place in a private home that doubles as a museum of egyptology and the
solution depends in part on vance s extensive knowledge of egyptian
history and customs which enable him to sort through suggestions of
godly vengeance and reveal the misdirections perpetrated by the real
murderer

The Ionia Sanction
2011-11-08
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explore the rich history of london find out about when the romans
settled londinium in ad48 saxon lundenwic william conqueror and the
tower of london medieval trade and the black death tudor londoners and
how they found entertainment from festivals and alehouses to theatres
and football how the great fire changed london the bow street runners
and henry fielding robert peel and the police force joseph bazalgette
and the sewers of london after the great stink how the opening of the
tube expanded london the blitz and the rebuilding the arrival of the
windrush from jamaica making london even more multicultural and how
london is still changing today with everyone wanting to see london s
famous landmarks from st paul s to the london eye and buckingham palace
read about the people who have influenced london such as boudicca edward
the confessor aethelred the unready bede william the conqueror william
of poitiers dick whittington shakespeare samuel pepys queen victoria and
queen elizabeth ii follow the dog sherlock bones as he guides you around
london and encourages you to find out more learn how you can make your
own project about london ideally suited for readers age 8 or teachers
who are looking for books to support the new curriculum for 2014 if you
enjoy reading about the history detective then take a look at other
titles in this series such as the stone age to iron age ancient greece
ancient sumer the mayan civilization the shang dynasty of ancient china
and early islamic civilizations

The Scarab Murder Case
2021-08-30

ancient history

The History Detective Investigates: London
2017-07-18

the early mayans date back to 1800 bc however the golden age of mayan
civilization was around ad 250 they were the most dominant civilization
of mesopotamia covering what is now guatemala belize and parts of mexico
the maya excelled at agriculture pottery hieroglyph writing calendar
making and mathematics and left behind an astonishing amount of
impressive architecture and symbolic artwork the maya were most known
for the cities they built amassing over 40 piazzas palaces temples and
pyramids have been unearthed and courtyards for playing ball games
farming communities lived outside the cities deeply religious the mayans
worshipped various gods and the kings were claimed to be related to the
gods mayan civilization had declined in ad 900 no one is quite sure why
but theories involve extensive war fare depleted resources and a natural
disaster which may have buried the cities in the lowlands contains maps
paintings artefacts and photographs to show how the mayans lived ideally
suited for readers age 8 or teachers who are looking for books to
support the new curriculum for 2014 if you enjoy reading about the mayan
civilization then take a look at ancient greece ancient sumer benin 900
1897 ce the shang dynasty of ancient china and early islamic
civilizations

Anglo-Saxons
2008
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with fast facts mini missions and engaging artwork ancient greece in 30
seconds is a fascinating introduction to one of the world s most
influential ancient cultures from slaves and soldiers to theatre and art
and from war and politics to clothes and jewellery this accessible guide
makes learning about history fun each topic is presented in a concise 30
second summary supported by a 3 second flash soundbite and full colour
artwork fun active elements for kids to make and do support the topics
encouraging them to test explore and discover more

Mayan Civilization
2017-03-23

year of the hyenas is a brilliant original and unique murder mystery set
in ancient egypt at the height of that kingdom s glory and power it is
at once a strikingly insightful portrait of a mysterious complex and
sophisticated society reminiscent of norman mailer s ancient evenings in
its wonderful detail and feel for the past and a fast paced detective
story that reads like the best of twenty first century thrillers from
the oldest known court transcripts in history egyptologists have long
known about the mysterious death of ramses iii involving intrigue
ambition greed and crimes of passion on a huge though hidden scale in
year of the hyenas brad geagley takes this event a struggle that nearly
brought ancient egypt to its knees as the backdrop for a story that is
every bit as captivating as the distant civilization it resurrects at
the heart of the novel is semerket the so called clerk of investigations
and secrets a detective half paralyzed by problems of his own with a
reputation for heavy drinking and tactless behavior toward the great the
powerful and the holy a kind of sam spade of the ancient world deeply
and dangerously addicted to the truth hard bitten deeply flawed he is
retained by the authorities to investigate what is considered an
insignificant murder of an elderly insignificant theban priestess they
fail to inform him however that they don t expect him to solve the case
in fact they don t want him to but semerket is not so easily fooled and
this is hardly an insignificant murder as he delves deeper for the
elusive truth he uncovers a web of corruption so vast that it threatens
the life of the last great pharaoh ramses iii and the stability of the
kingdom even worse uncovering the conspiracy means more than just
putting his own life on the line for unbeknownst to semerket his adored
ex wife naia has fallen afoul of those who would bring down the reign of
ramses and he soon finds himself having to choose between saving her and
saving egypt merging historical fact and speculation with a nail biting
crime story that could be taking place in the present year of the hyenas
is a riveting and remarkable achievement

Ancient Greece in 30 Seconds
2018-04-05

how did a volcanic eruption put an end to minoan civilization what crops
did the ancient greeks grow how did city states form around the greek
empire geography matters in ancient greece looks at how the greek empire
changed through time and gives fascinating insights into many different
aspects of greek life through its geography read about how the hot
climate affected the crops that greeks could grow and the housing and
clothing they needed how the mycenaeans were able to protect themselves
from attackers by using the natural features of their landscape and
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their natural resources of stone and how its proximity to the
mediterranean sea helped the greek empire in trading and in
strengthening their military might

Year of the Hyenas
2005-02-22

philosophers didn t always busy themselves with life s big questions the
earliest ancient philosophers were primarily concerned with the world of
nature including phenomena such as earthquakes and eclipses but one
enigmatic greek named socrates began to explore abstract ideas about
human existence what makes us happy what is the nature of the soul and
what is our purpose in this universe professor william prior elegantly
guides readers through philosophy s formative years and key ancient
texts organised into four themes nature reality the soul and ethics
ancient philosophy a beginner s guide is a lively introduction to the
great thinkers who still send our minds reeling today

Geography Matters in Ancient Greece
2015

who were the ancient chinese and how did they live using your powers of
analysis work out what primary sources tell us about this ancient
civilization

Ancient Philosophy
2016-04-21

this book explores what life was really like for everyday people in
ancient greece using primary sources and information from archeological
discoveries it uncovers some fascinating insights and explodes some
myths supported by timelines maps and references to important events and
people children will really feel they are on a time travelling journey
when reading this book

The Ancient Chinese
2021-04

dig deep to discover the incredible history of ancient china come face
to face with the fearsome terracotta army be blown away by ancient
inventions from gunpowder to the umbrella get to grips with gods
mysterious medicine and really riotous rituals as you hunt down the
secrets of the dead

Daily Life in Ancient Greece
2015

this book explores what life was really like for everyday people in
ancient egypt using primary sources and information from archeological
discoveries it uncovers some fascinating insights and explodes some
myths supported by timelines maps and references to important events and
people children will really feel they are on a time travelling journey
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when reading this book

Ancient China
2017-07-13

this book explores what life was really like for everyday people in
ancient sumer using primary sources and information from archeological
discoveries it uncovers some fascinating insights and explodes some
myths supported by timelines maps and references to important events and
people children will really feel they are on a time travelling journey
when reading this book

Daily Life in Ancient Egypt
2015-01-29

how did the river nile shape egyptian life what is a shaduf and what was
it used for how did the ancient egyptians make papyrus paper geography
matters in ancient egypt looks at how the egyptian empire changed
through time and gives fascinating insights into many different aspects
of egyptian life through its geography read about how the egyptians made
use of desert oases how they found and used resources such as limestone
and granite for building pyramids in desert areas and how early egyptian
settlers who had decided to build in areas around the river nile
prevented their houses from flooding

Daily Life in Ancient Sumer
2015-09-10

mummies are more than just bodies wrapped in bandages learn about some
famous mummies and where they were buried find out why ancient egyptians
preserved their dead and why becoming a mummy was important to life
after death

Geography Matters in Ancient Egypt
2015-06-04

in ancient greece different city states often fought one another in
deadly battles but every four years the greeks set aside their
differences to honor the gods and compete peacefully in the olympic
games learn all about the athletes competitions and religious ceremonies
of the ancient olympics

Mummies of Ancient Egypt
2016-03-10

the ancient egyptians used thousands of hieroglyphs to record their
history but only a handful of people knew what these symbols meant learn
more about this ancient form of writing and discover what the ancient
egyptians had to say
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The First Olympics of Ancient Greece
2017-02-09

the first britons were hunter gatherers who came from mainland europe to
settle in england they bought wooden spears flint handaxes and animals
with them and were a nomadic people stone age to iron age tells the
story of how these people settled and began farming the land

Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphs
2017-03-09

in an effort to save a boy wrongly accused a group of young friends
living in ancient rome search for the culprit who scrawled graffiti on
the temple wall

Stone Age to Iron Age
2014-02-27

landscape history uses clues in landscape buildings roads fields hedges
together with maps this book exposes the myths that have grown up around
the landscape such as the black death being responsible for the
depopulation of the countryside and old woods being the last relics of
the ancient wild wood that covered all of the country

Detectives in Togas
2002

rewriting the ancient world looks at how and why the ancient world
including not only the greeks and romans but also jews and christians
has been rewritten in popular fictions of the modern world

Be Your Own Landscape Detective
2007

the adventure of the dying detective by sir arthur conan doyle is one of
the 56 sherlock holmes short stories and was one of the last stories
released dr watson is called to tend holmes who is apparently dying of a
rare tropical disease rather than be treated holmes demands to see mr
culverton smith a nearby neighbor because a strange murder must be
investigated at once

Rewriting the Ancient World
2017-07-03

this book explores what life was really like for everyday people in
ancient benin using primary sources and information from archeological
discoveries it uncovers some fascinating insights and explodes some
myths supported by timelines maps and references to important events and
people children will really feel they are on a time travelling journey
when reading this book
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The Adventure of the Dying Detective
2020-03-16

become a history detective and discover what life was like in the past

Daily Life in Ancient Benin
2016-03-10

prince neferkaptah has always loved learning when he hears of a great
book of knowledge called the book of thoth he sets out to find it but
the gods have made his task difficult will neferkaptah find the great
book of the gods or will he continue his search forever

The Normans and the Battle of Hastings
2010

find out all about the first britons nomadic hunter gatherers who came
from mainland europe to settle in england bringing wooden spears flint
handaxes and animals with them stone age to iron age tells the story of
how these people settled and began farming the land they built villages
of timber and stone houses such as skara brae on orkney stonehenge is
perhaps the most famous monument of this period a technological marvel
of the time built by raising over 80 blue stones to create the henge the
bronze age bought with it metalworking using copper tin and gold to make
tools and beautiful everyday objects the iron age was known for its hill
forts farming and art and culture contains maps paintings artefacts and
photographs to show how early britons lived ideally suited for readers
age 8 or teachers who are looking for books to support the new
curriculum for 2014

The Search for the Book of Thoth
2018-02-08

history does not have to be boring kids who are excited about history
learn more history is also far more than facts to memorize for the most
recent standardized test that is where creative ways to teach the
mysteries of history comes in to make the teaching and learning of
history a powerful and enjoyable experience in the classroom through the
study of historical mysteries what better place to snoop around and dig
through mysterious graves than in your history class this book takes ten
mysterious events in history from ancient egypt to the 21st century for
students to grapple with and make their own decisions as to who done it
lessons include historical events such as who killed king tut the black
death of 1347 can it come again as well as an advanced document analysis
for the 21st century entitled is the war on terrorism bogus pahl focuses
on a wide variety of active ideas and how to do it brainstorms for
teachers to get their students excited about history at the same time
the book deeply analyzes some of the major issues that have confronted
humankind from ancient times through the present and into the future if
this is what you want for your classroom then creative ways to teach the
mysteries of history volume i is for you and your students
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Stone Age to Iron Age
2016-05-05

in dr david s study the builders of the pyramids are revealed as simple
people with ordinary preoccupations who worried about their families
grumbled about working conditions and even planned a strike to improve
them

Creative Ways to Teach the Mysteries of History
2005-10-01

discusses arms used in wars down the ages well illustrated

The Pyramid Builders of Ancient Egypt
2002-06

unlock the secrets of traditional chinese medicine with the ancient
wisdom of acupuncture applying traditional principles to modern life
this comprehensive guide explores the history and philosophy of
acupuncture providing a deep understanding of the ancient roots and
cultural significance of this transformative healing modality learn
about the concept of qi and the meridian system in traditional chinese
medicine as well as the different acupuncture techniques and tools used
in treatments discover the wide ranging benefits of acupuncture
including pain relief emotional and mental health digestive issues
respiratory health women s and men s health sleep and insomnia immune
system support weight management skin health addiction and recovery
sports performance aging and longevity and much more choose the right
acupuncturist prepare for your first appointment and develop a
personalized treatment plan that addresses your individual health needs
the book also covers topics such as the future of acupuncture and
integrative medicine the benefits of combining acupuncture with western
medicine and sustainable practices in traditional chinese medicine
written by experienced practitioners the ancient wisdom of acupuncture
is a must read for anyone interested in the transformative power of
acupuncture whether you re new to acupuncture or a seasoned practitioner
this book is a valuable resource for expanding your knowledge and
exploring new treatments discover how to apply the ancient wisdom of
acupuncture to modern life and take charge of your health today table of
contents the history and philosophy of acupuncture ancient roots and
cultural significance the development of acupuncture over time
understanding qi and meridians the concept of qi in traditional chinese
medicine tcm the meridian system and its role in acupuncture acupuncture
techniques and tools different types of acupuncture needles moxibustion
cupping and other complementary techniques the science behind
acupuncture current research and understanding of acupuncture s
effectiveness debunking common acupuncture myths acupuncture for pain
relief treating headaches and migraines managing chronic pain conditions
acupuncture for emotional and mental health reducing stress and anxiety
treating depression and mood disorders acupuncture for digestive issues
addressing gastrointestinal disorders promoting healthy digestion
acupuncture for respiratory health treating asthma and allergies
supporting lung health acupuncture for women s health addressing
fertility and menstrual issues easing menopause symptoms acupuncture for
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men s health supporting prostate health enhancing sexual health and
performance acupuncture for sleep and insomnia understanding the
connection between sleep and tcm techniques for improving sleep quality
acupuncture for immune system support strengthening immunity and overall
wellness managing autoimmune conditions acupuncture for weight
management understanding the role of tcm in weight control techniques
for promoting healthy weight loss acupuncture for skin health treating
common skin issues promoting healthy radiant skin acupuncture for
addiction and recovery supporting detoxification and withdrawal
addressing cravings and relapse prevention acupuncture for athletes and
sports performance enhancing athletic performance accelerating injury
recovery acupuncture for aging and longevity promoting healthy aging
addressing age related health concerns choosing the right acupuncturist
what to look for in an acupuncture practitioner tips for finding the
right fit preparing for your acupuncture session what to expect during
your first appointment tips for maximizing treatment benefits the future
of acupuncture and integrative medicine the growing role of acupuncture
in healthcare the future of research and innovation in the field
frequently asked questions about acupuncture common misconceptions and
concerns answers from experienced practitioners personal stories
acupuncture success stories real life experiences of acupuncture
patients the transformative power of acupuncture treatment the
transformative power of acupuncture treatment acupuncture for children
and adolescents adapting acupuncture treatments for younger patients
addressing common childhood health issues acupuncture for pregnancy and
postpartum care supporting a healthy pregnancy easing postpartum
recovery acupuncture for chronic fatigue and energy boost understanding
the tcm perspective on energy and fatigue techniques for revitalizing
energy levels acupuncture for eye health addressing common eye
conditions supporting vision and overall eye health acupuncture for
dental and oral health treating tmj tooth pain and other oral health
issues promoting overall dental well being acupuncture for animal health
understanding veterinary acupuncture the benefits of acupuncture for
pets acupuncture and cancer care supporting patients through cancer
treatment addressing side effects and improving quality of life
acupuncture for stroke rehabilitation enhancing recovery from stroke and
brain injuries supporting long term neurological health acupuncture for
hormonal balance understanding the tcm perspective on hormonal health
techniques for restoring hormonal balance combining acupuncture with
western medicine the benefits of an integrative approach to healthcare
collaborating with other healthcare providers acupuncture and the
environment the ecological impact of acupuncture practices sustainable
practices in tcm acupressure and self care techniques understanding the
principles of acupressure simple self care techniques to complement
acupuncture treatments acupuncture safety and potential side effects
recognizing and minimizing risks what to do if you experience side
effects building a personalized acupuncture treatment plan assessing
your individual health needs developing a customized treatment strategy
continuing your acupuncture journey maintaining long term health
benefits expanding your knowledge and exploring new treatments

Weapons and Armour Through the Ages
2010

web of anubis london today arthur drake and his friend sarah find that
historical research can be dangerous and that the invisible detective
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has left them some unfinished business to attend to london 1937 the
invisible detective can solve any mysery great or small but no one s
ever seen his face truth is the detective is the creation of four
extraordinary kids who combat crime in his name a new exhibit at the
british museum is hardly a matter for the invisible detective until part
of it goes missing when art and his friends investigate an ancient
egyptian curse they discover that things are much more serious than
anyone suspected within a hidden tomb a timeless terror is stirring as
the dead begin to waken

The Ancient Wisdom of Acupuncture: Applying
Traditional Principles to Modern Life
2023-01-01

Web of Anubis
2004-10-01
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